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In most reactor dynamics calculations six groups of delayed-neutron pre-

cursors are usually accounted for. However, under certain circumstances it

may be advantageous to simplify the calculation and utilize a single delayed-

neutron group. The motivation for going to one precursor group is economy.

For LWR transient codes that use point kinetics the equations are solved very

rapidly and six precursor groups should al'vays be used. However, codes with

spatially dependent neutron kinetics are very long running and the use of one

precursor group may save computer costs and not impair the accuracy of the re-

sults significantly. Furthermore, in some codes, the elimination of five pre-

cursor groups makes additional memory available which may be used to give a

net increase in the accuracy of the calculations, e.g., by allowing for an

increase in mesh density. In order to use one delayed neutron precursor group

it is necessary to derive a single decay constant, \", which, along with the
6

total (or one group) delayed neutron fraction B = £ p. , will adequately de-

scribe the transient precursor behavior. The present summary explains how a

recommendation for A' was arrived at.

The problem of obtaining a proper X' has been the subject of much discus-

sion in the past (e.g., see Q.)). However, it is usually considered in the

context of point kinetics and how the reduced precursor data affects the
*This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission.
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asymptotic period when thera is a given (constant) reactivity change. This

approach of looking at the inhour equation is not applicable when considering

realistic reactor transients in which reactivity is a complicated function of

time and there is no asymptotic period. It also says nothing about the situa-

tion before an asymptotic period is reached. The results of that type of an-
6

iS show that if I/A' = t = (1/B) z B,- A - (where t is the mean decay time)
i=l n 1

then the one group model correctly predicts the asymptotic period for very
small reactivities or very large positive reactivities. This is inadequate

6
for reactivities in the range of most interest. If A* = X = (1/6) I B.=A.

i=l 1 1

then the period near prompt critical is correctly predicted. In either of

these cases the asymptotic period for large negative reactivities is not re-

produced. Hence, from those results it would seem that the use of X' = 1/t"

would probably be inadequate and the use of X' = x questionable. Indeed, it

might seem that the situation is hopeless and that A' would have to be found

by a "fit" that preserves, in some sense, a result based on the more detailed

calculation.

In order to obtain a reasonable value for X', comparisons were made of

point kinetics calculations with six and one precursor groups. It uas felt

that the conclusions based on point kinetics would be the same as if the

calculations had been done with spatial kinetics. Two transients with dis-

similar reactivity functions, p(t) were considered. Spatial kinetics calcu-

lations for these transients had been run and hence were used as the source of

p(t) for the point kinetics calculation. One transient was a BWR rod drop

accident initiated at 10% of rated power. The other was a BWR turbine trip

event without bypass capacity initiated at 100% of rated power. In the first
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transient there is no scram whereas in the second transient scram begins when

the event is initiated. The details of these transients and the fact that

they are both for a BWR is of secondary importance. Of prime interest is the

fact that they produce significantly different reactivity behavior. The re-

activity behavior for each case is shown on the bottom of Figures 1 and 2.

Note that the two reactivity functions are quite different and that the re-

activity is less than zero at time in one case. The peak reactivity for the

rod drop is 5.9 mk ($0.79) and for the turbine trip 4.7 mk ($0.87).

These reactivity histories were used in a point kinetics code along with

delayed neutron fractions and decay constants for either one or six groups.

The six group data for ^/B and Xi were for U-235 [2) in a typical LWR. A

value of A = 39.2 ms was used for the neutron generation time. For the rod

drop case S = 0.00738 whereas for the turbine trip case 3 = 0.00546.

Each transient was calculated with X* = x = 0.4353 s"1 and X' = l/t =

0.07845 s-1. The resulting amplitude functions (or relative powers) are

shown in Figures 1 and 2 for the two transients. In both figures it is seen

that X' = X yields a superior approximation to the six group (or base case)

relative power. In the shorter (turbine trip) transient it gives almost iden-

tical results as the six group treatment and in the longer (rod drop) tran-

sient the agreement is still excellent. In both cases the amplitude function

with X'= A is equal to or greater than that for the base case.

The results for X' = l/t are not in good agreement with the six group re-

sults. In addition, they fall below the base case relative power and hence in

most safety analyses would lead to non-conservative results. Hence, if there

is a need to reduce the number of delayed neutron groups in order to conserve
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running time or storage space then if one preserves the mean decay constant

and uses it in a one-group calculation along with the total delayed neutron

fraction large errors will not be introduced for many transients of interest.
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Figure 2 Results for a turbine-trip transient
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This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency
thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or use-
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